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At the Paris Air Show (15-21 June 2015), Michelin will be presenting
its new range of Michelin Air X tyres and highlighting its partnership
with Dassault Aviation
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The Aviation Product Line of Michelin is on a roll in the run-up to the
Paris Air Show, an event that constitutes the pinnacle moment in 2015 for
exchanges with our customers and partners.
Michelin indeed last year received its certification for the Boeing 737 Max7 and
Max8, while on 23 December 2014 an Airbus A350-900 of Qatar Airways made
its first commercial flight sporting Michelin Air X tyres, equipped with NZG technology. Michelin’s Aviation Product Line was also awarded by Boeing with the title
of «Supplier of the Year», just a few months after also receiving the «Performance Excellence Award» from the same company. This distinction acknowledges Michelin’s capacity to address the issues of cost, quality and technical expertise. The fact that Michelin, out of 13,000 referenced suppliers at Boeing, received
this distinction shows that the permanent commitment of the Clermont-based
company in striving to satisfy its customers’ needs has not gone unnoticed.
The 2015 International Paris Air Show is, for Michelin, an opportunity to promote the special relationship that it has with one of its partners: Dassault Aviation. The imminent market launch of the Falcon 5X and Falcon 8X, for which
Michelin is exclusive supplier with its Michelin Air X tyres with NZG technology,
along with the sales contracts for the Rafale military jet, for which Michelin has
developed the Michelin Air X radial tyres, offer shining illustrations of French
excellence.
Like other aircraft manufacturers, Dassault only uses the best technologies available. Launched in 2001, NZG (Near Zero Growth) technology limits the the
carcass’ circumference growth (subject to centrifugal force and high pressures)
through the use of nylon and aramid components, giving the tyre a longer service
life and better resistance to damage (FOD). Michelin’s introduction of the NZGtechnology radial tyre constituted a game-changing innovation in the world of
aviation tyres.
Michelin innovates unceasingly: the 6600 people working in the Michelin R&D
centres have succeeded in obtaining improved safety and operational efficiency
for the Michelin Air X tyres, while using less material than in conventional bias
tyres. This is what is meant by Michelin’s commitment to sustainable mobility.
Franck Moreau, Aviation Product Line director, Michelin.

Key facts
Tyres perfectly suited to business
jets: Michelin Air X with NZG
technology, exclusive supplier to the
Falcon 5X, Falcon 7X and Falcon 8X
from Dassault Aviation
The Rafale military jet benefits from
all the advantages of the Michelin
Air X radial technology tyre.

MICHELIN Air X : the best of Michelin
technologies to serve aviation’s fourth classes

World leader in radial aviation tyres, Michelin supplies the world’s major aircraft manufacturers.
Among these, the French company, Dassault, has established a long-lasting relationship with the
Clermont-based firm, built on expertise and mutual trust.
In 1981, Michelin equipped the Dassault Mirage 3 military jet with the world’s first radial aviation
tyre. At the time this represented a breakthrough technology that only Michelin was capable of
inventing, and it laid the foundations for a fruitful collaboration between the two companies. The
business jets of the Falcon range were then equipped by Michelin, with the Falcon 2000 benefiting
from the first NZG-technology Michelin Air X tyre.
Michelin continues to pursue its offensive by developing new ranges to equip the next innovative
craft to light up the skies.
The Michelin Air X tyre range, to be unveiled at the 2015 International Paris Air Show, caters to the
needs of commercial, civil and military categories. Michelin Air X tyres with NZG technology for the
Boeing 737 Max7 and 737 Max8 will be present on the stand, along with those for the Airbus A350
and the Falcon 8X by Dassault Aviation.

The Falcon 8X by Dassault Aviation is the
business jet with the longest range.

MICHELIN AIR X TYRE
WITH NZG TECHNOLOGY
FOR THE FALCON 5X, FALCON 7X
AND FALCON 8X BY DASSAULT AVIATION:
Dassault Aviation is expanding its range of business aircraft with the upcoming market launch of the
Falcon 5X and Falcon 8X, two jets that can boast a spacious cabin, an excellent action radius and the
capability to land on short runways.
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Michelin therefore needed to offer the users of these business jets all the benefits of its know-how in
order to provide them with the reliability and operational efficiency that they are entitled to expect.
Compared to conventional bias tyres, the Michelin Air X with NZG technology offers the following
advantages:
- Improved safety, with 50% better damage resistance (FOD)
-M
 ore economy, with weight savings of up to 40%, meaning reduced fuel consumption
-M
 ore longevity, with up to 50% more landings
From one generation of aircraft to the next, Michelin continues to develop its range of tyres. Compared to the Michelin Air X tyre equipping the Falcon 7X by Dassault Aviation, the Michelin Air X for the
Falcon 8X by Dassault Aviation generates cost savings thanks to the following benefits:
-1
 0% extra load capacity: in the drive towards efficiency, this tyre allows you to carry a
heavier payload in like-for-like dimensions
-A
 n extra 10 mph maximum speed, facilitating take-off on high-altitude runways
The Michelin Air X tyre with NZG technology, for equipping the Falcon 8X by Dassault Aviation, will
be available with the dimensions H32x10.5R16.5.
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With the radial MICHELIN Air X tyre, Michelin
is the sole provider of Rafale, the flagship of
French technology.

MICHELIN AIR X FOR THE
RAFALE BY DASSAULT
AVIATION

The recent sales contracts for the Rafale by Dassault Aviation represent for Michelin the opportunity to promote the features of the Michelin Air X
radial technology tyre that exclusively equips this twinjet
fighter.
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For a tire, the operational characteristics of a military jet represent a
raft of the most extreme constraints conceivable.
By way of example, a Rafale jet needs to be equipped with tyres that are capable of:
- Reaching a runway take-off speed of 390 km/h
- Supporting a load of 40 tonnes generated when landing on an aircraft carrier
- Carrying a nominal load of 10.5 tonnes per tyre
- Being inflated to a maximum 27 bar when used on aircraft carriers
The Michelin Air X tyre with radial technology for the Rafale takes these extreme operational
constraints in its stride, for a diameter of 15 inches (equivalent to the tyres on a small city car), and
weighing in at only 24 kg.
Compared to military tyres with conventional bias technology, the Michelin Air X radial offers the
following benefits:
-A
 n extra 40% resistance to damage (FOD).
-2
 0% lighter, for less fuel consumption
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BOX INSERT: NZG TECHNOLOGY

NZG (Near Zero Growth) technology extends the tyre’s service life through the
use of a composite made of nylon and aramid fibres.
These reinforced fibres reduce the extension of the tyre carcass (due to the
effects of pressure and centrifugal force on take-off) to less than 3%, compared to the 8% observed on a nylon radial tyre and 12% for a conventional
cross-ply tyre.

Using nylon and aramid fiber for the conception
of its casing, the MICHELIN NZG technology
is a breakthrough innovation in aviation tyre
technology.

Michelin, the leading tire company, is

dedicated to sustainably improving the mobility of goods and people by manufacturing,
distributing and marketing tires for every type
of vehicle. It also offers innovative business
support services, digital mobility services and
publishes travel guides, hotel and restaurant
guides, maps and road atlases. Headquartered in Clermont-Ferrand, France, Michelin is
present in 170 countries, has 112,300
employees and operates 68 production plants in 17 countries. The Group
also has a Technology Center, responsible for
research and development, with operations in
Europe, North America and Asia.
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